Appendix A:
Notice of Preparation (NOP) and Comments

ATTACHMENT A: GARAVENTA HILLS PROJECT DESCRIPTION

SITE LOCATION AND CONDITIONS
LOCATION AND EXISTING CONDITIONS
The 31.7-acre project site is located north of Interstate-580 and east of Vasco Road and west of
Laughlin Road in the City of Livermore, and is an undeveloped parcel consisting predominantly of
non-native grassland habitat, as shown on Figure 1.
The site is bordered by open space along the northern, western and immediate eastern boundaries, and
is adjacent to other existing residential developments to the south and east.
The topography of the site is moderately steeply sloping. Altamont Creek, an intermittent stream
channel, forms the southern boundary of the site. A ridgeline in the center of the site forms a natural
watershed divide, with runoff draining either towards the north or south. The ridgeline forms a
connection between the two prominent knolls in roughly the center of the site.

PROJECT DESCRIPTION
The project applicant is seeking land use entitlements and environmental clearance for a proposed 76unit residential subdivision that would be known as Garaventa Hills. The proposed site plan is shown
included as Figure 2.
The proposed subdivision would consist of an internal looped circulation plan circumscribing the
prominent knolls, with a number of smaller cul-de-sacs accessing the corners of the property. The
looped roadway system would be connected to the south across Altamont Creek by a new bridge
crossing at Hawk Street that would connect to the developed properties to the south, and by the
planned extension of Bear Creek Drive, which ultimately connects to Laughlin Road to the east.
Construction of this bridge would require modification of the streambed, as shown in Figure 3.
A detailed slope analysis of the property has been prepared, indicating the relative gradient of the site
as having a predominantly 15% to 20% slope. The site development plan seeks to work with these
existing contours by aligning the primary internal road system parallel to the slope contours and using
natural grade to find adequate access to the more gently sloping portions of the site. Excavations into
the side slopes of the existing two hills would result in new slopes at approximately 3:1 (horizontal to
vertical) ratios, placement of fill across the majority of the site, and construction of up to 30-foot-high
slopes along the property boundaries, with total gross grading of approximately 200,000 cubic yards.
Ultimate development will include 76 residential lots of approximately 6,500 square feet in size each,
and construction of associated roadways and utilities. Each lot will contain one single-family home
supported by a shallow foundation system. Lots and roadways will comprise approximately 62% of
the site only, with the remaining land reserved for open space slopes at the edges (Lot C on Figure 2),
undeveloped knolls with trails (Lots B and C), and a detention basin (Lot D).
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PROPOSED ANALYSIS
An Initial Study Checklist has not been prepared for this Notice of Preparation since the Lead Agency
has determined that the proposed project has the potential to significantly affect the environment. A
comprehensive EIR will be prepared for the project, which will address all environmental issues
related to the project. Because biology and hydrology are anticipated to be important issues with a
creek running along the site, a discussion of the issues and intended analysis is included below. As
traffic is always a concern, even with this relatively low-traffic generating project, the scope of the
traffic study is also excerpted below to facilitate early comments:
Biological Resources/Hydrology
With Altamont Creek at the southern border, the project site contains both wetland and waters of the
U.S. (under Army Corps of Engineers jurisdiction). Alteration of the streambed will be necessary to
build the proposed bridge and the Project will formalize one discharge point from the site.
Wetland and grassland habitats on or surrounding the project site have been determined through
studies for the applicant to support several special-status species including California red-legged frog,
California tiger salamander, burrowing owl and Congdon’s tarplant. It is possible the US Fish and
Wildlife Service will also request assumed presence of San Joaquin kit fox.
The applicant has begun coordinating appropriate permits and clearances through the Corps, the
Regional Water Quality Control Board (RWQCB), California Department of Fish and Game (CDFG)
and the US Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS).
The CEQA analysis related to these topics will include peer review of hydrology issues by the City’s
engineering department and Lamphier-Gregory and peer review of applicant biological studies by
Zander & Associates, as well as coordination with the permitting process to ensure mitigation is both
appropriate and consistent with agency requirements.
TRANSPORTATION AND CIRCULATION
Dowling Associates, Inc (DA) will complete the traffic analysis for the project. DA will use published
trip generation rates from Institute of Transportation Engineers (ITE) Trip Generation, Version 8 to
calculate the trips for the project and determine any potential impacts to nearby City intersections.
Potential impacts will be assessed based on City Standards of Significance, and any impacts will be
mitigated to reduce them to less than significant levels. DA will use the Citywide General Plan
Traffic Model to determine trip distribution percentages (select zone) to manually perform trip
assignment. DA will apply industry standard incremental adjustment methods to minimize any model
errors based on differences between counts and base model turning volumes. DA will use the volume
growth at the study intersections and segments between the 2005 and 2025 model as the growth basis
for cumulative analysis. These will be added to the existing condition counts and function as the
cumulative no build conditions. The following scenarios will be analyzed for a.m. and p.m. peak hour
conditions:
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1. Existing (2011)
2. Existing (2011) plus Project
3. Cumulative (2025) without Project
4. Cumulative (2025) with Project
The impacts of the proposed project on traffic operations (both existing and cumulative conditions)
will be analyzed at the study locations using the 2000 HCM methods for the weekday a.m. and p.m.
peak hour conditions. DA will use TRAFFIX software to develop the level of service (LOS) using the
2000 Highway Capacity Manual Operations Analysis Method at all study intersections. Potential
traffic impacts will be identified according to the City standards of significance, and mitigated to less
than significant levels. Alameda CTC CMP Compliance analysis is not proposed, as the Project is
expected to generate less than 100 p.m. peak hour trips.
The following six intersections and three roadway segments were chosen for analysis based on
existing vicinity conditions, anticipated trip distribution, and coordination with City staff.
Study Intersections
1. North Vasco Road / Garaventa Ranch Road
2. Laughlin Road / Bear Creek Drive (east project access)
3. Hawk Street / Garaventa Ranch Road (south project access)
4. Laughlin Road / Altamont Creek Drive
5. Laughlin Road / Northfront Road
6. Herman Avenue/Garaventa/ Altamont Creek Drive
Road Segments
1. Laughlin Road
2. Garaventa Ranch Road
3. Altamont Creek Road
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Figure 1: Site Location and Vicinity
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Figure 2: Site Plan
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Figure 3: Preliminary Hawk Street Bridge Plan
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Notes from City of Livermore Project Introduction and
Draft Environmental Impact Report Scoping Meeting on December 7, 2011
Introductions: Steve Stewart, Senior Planner with the City of Livermore Community
Development Department introduced; Scott Gregory, Lamphier-Gregory consulting firm that
will be preparing the Environmental Impact Report for the project; and Scott Roylance and
Pat Toohey from Livermore LT Ventures 1, homebuilder proposing the project.
Meeting Purpose and Environmental Impact Report Process: Steve Stewart explained the
purpose of the meeting and the Environmental Impact Report process: The purpose of the
meeting was to introduce a residential project concept and receive comments on anything
about the project that would be important to include in an Environmental Impact Report for
the project.
The project site is under the land use jurisdiction of the City of Livermore and Livermore LT
Ventures I, is seeking City approval of land use entitlements to develop the property with
single family homes. Land use entitlements are typically a subdivision to divide the property
up into single family lots, and site plan design review that would have details on lot layout,
street designs, architecture, and landscaping.
The California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA), requires an Environmental Impact Report
(EIR) to be prepared in order to address impacts on the physical environment that may
result from this project, ways to minimize such impacts, and alternatives to the project in
light of the EIR’s purpose to provide information about these impacts.
The homebuilder is funding the EIR. However, Lamphier-Gregory will be preparing the EIR
under the direction of the City and under a City-administered contract. This arrangement
ensures that the environmental impact report remains objective and does not advocate for
or against a project.
Lamphier-Gregory will soon begin performing studies and analyzing environmental
information for the site. Once they prepare a draft EIR, then that document will be available
for public review and comments. A final EIR will then be prepared that will include
responses to all of the comments.
Public meetings will also be held by the City’s Planning Commission and City Council to
consider the EIR. Other land use entitlements such as a subdivision to create the individual
lots and site plan/design review for the architecture/landscaping/street designs, would likely
be considered concurrently with the EIR. If the City Council determines that that the EIR
adequately addresses environmental impacts, then they would certify the EIR, approve the
land use entitlements, and the project could move forward to construction.
Scott Roylance, Livermore LT Ventures 1 introduced his firm and background.
Scott Gregory, Lamphier-Gregory introduced himself and provided some background on his
firm. At this point, Lamphier-Gregory is preparing to conduct technical studies and research

to address some of the potential environmental issues including: aesthetics, air quality,
geotechnical, biological, public services, traffic, utilities, and acoustics.
Comments: Below is a summary of the concerns/comments/suggestions from meeting
attendees:
Public Notice: Attendees questioned how notification of this meeting was handled.
Steve Stewart responded that typically a 300 foot radius is utilized to identify
properties to receive notice. Steve will send the notice list to attendees if interested.
The City is also able to expand the notification for future meetings to include
complete neighborhoods in the project vicinity.
Greenbelt behind homes (along Bear Creek Dr. and other nearby homes): Residents
asked if development is prohibited because of sensitive environmental conditions
(rare grasses, earthquake faults, and natural springs).
Traffic. Potential for traffic conflicts with Altamont Creek Elementary school traffic.
Cut through traffic on Bear Creek Dr. is a concern.
Schools. Impacts to enrollment at existing schools.
Marketability and impact on property values: Is there a market for new homes and
how will they impact surrounding property values. Does the City need this project
now?
Oil seeps/treatment: There is a history of oil seeps in the area and extensive clean
ups have been necessary.
Geology/soils: Some of the soils in the area seem unstable and there are nearby
rock formations.
Natural springs: There are natural springs in the project area that flow heavily at
times.
Project amenities: Does the project offer any amenities to the public and nearby
neighborhoods.
Failed Housing Implementation Project (HIP): Unsuccessful attempt in approximately
2000. Why come back with another one now?
Access: Look at alternative access other than Bear Creek Drive.
Slope: Slope stability is a concern.

